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SUN 2 APRIL, 1993 WITH THE 

LAMB CHEEK 
Sega blame 
prices on 
cost of a > ' 

roast ' 

loaded 

MOAN AT 
NIRO 'N 
HAYAO 
TODAYO 

Nintendo oyunlarini 90k severini fakat benini igin £40 
tanesi 90k pahalidir, onun i9in alamani. Liitfen fiyatlari 
ucuzlatiniz ki bizde alabileiini. 

NAME .1...U 

ADDRESS 

SIGNATURE 
TRANSLATION: I love Nintendo games but cannot afford them at up to 

£40. Please make carts cheaper so more of us can buy them. 

TODAY we print our 
coupons in Turkish to 
really get the message 
over. If you want to 
MOAN at Sega chair¬ 
man Hayao Nakayama 
or Nintendo chairman 
Hiroshi Yamauchi, fill 
in our coupon below 
and send it to Price 
fight, The Sun 1 Vir¬ 
ginia Street, LONDON 
El 9XP, We’ve had to 
2,753 so far so keep 
them coming. Next 
week: SPANISH. 

| Sega oyunlarini 90k severini fakat benini igin £40 
tanesi 90k pahalidir, onun i9in alamani. Liitfen fiyatlari 

I ucuzlatiniz ki bizde alabileiini. 

I NAME ... . 

ADDRESS 

SIGNATURE 
TRANSLATION: I love Sega games but cannot afford them at up 

Please make carts cheaper so more of us can buy them. 

By GARFIELD LUCAS 
SEGA finally cleared up the Great Price Mystery 
this week and told us why their games are so 
expensive - it’s because lamb costs £4 a pound! 

The firm claimed an 8MB game costs £13 to make and they 
end up with less than £2 profit for every game they sell. 

They told us they would LOVE to reduce prices but they would make 
a loss if they knocked just two quid off a £39.99 game. In a fax headed 

Response to Score Dude, Sega UK 
Chief Executive Nick Alexander 
said: “Why does a pound of Iamb 
cost £4 when a pound of flour 
costs 75p? Why do some games 
cost £40 and others cost £10? 

“A lot of the answer to both of 
these questions is because of the 
costs of producing, marketing and 
distributing them.” 

So that clears that up. Nick went 
on to say: “Games cost so much to 
manufacture because people want 
faster, bigger games with better 
graphics and that means making a 
computer chip with a lot of memory 
and that costs a lot of money.” 

Mr Alexander told the Dude Sega 
sell their games to retailers for £21 
- which gives them an £8 profit. 

That means £18.99 of the cost of a 
£39.99 game goes to middlemen - 
an astonishing mark-up. 

Of Sega's £8, Mr Alexander says 
£4 goes on marketing and dist¬ 
ribution. He said: "The other £4 is 
the contribution to our overheads 
and profits. This doesn't seem 
unreasonable but even if we 
reduced it by £2, the retail price 
would still be £36 (surely £37.99- 
Ed). And it would leave us with a 
loss." Poor lambs. 
SCORE DUDE SAYS: Don't know 

where Sega are buying their lamb 
but Safeway's best leg will set you 
back about THREE QUID a pound! 
The best wholemeal flour is 76p for 
ONE AND A HALF KILOS - that's a 
whopping 3.3lbs. Perhaps Sega 
bosses shop at Harrods, which may 
explain their price structure. 

FIVER OFF A 
MEGA DRIVE 
GAME (Sf!) 
GIANT killers Codemasters joined the Score 
Dude’s price fight last night and SLASHED a 
fiver off the cost of a Mega Drive game. 
Micro Machines - a smash hit on the NES - 

will sell for £34.99 when it hits the big Sega in 
three weeks. That’s five pounds less than 
Sega sell their own games for. 
It was the third bodyblow for the Japanese 

giants from the plucky British firm. 
WHAM! They smashed Sega’s bid to ban 

them making games for the,Mega Drive when 
Sega backed out of a costly court battle last 
year. 
WHAM! They gave Nintendo a pasting in the 

U.S. Supreme Court last week when a judge 
ruled they can carry on making the Game 
Genie adaptor for the NES. 
WHAM! Now they have given Sega another 
black eye by putting out their first release at a 
fiver under the firm's own price tag. 
Managing director Richard Eddy said: “We 

believe £34.99 is a fairer price and it is the 
price we will be looking at for all our future 
releases. We re right behind the Score Dude.” 

Experts said the move would break Sega 
and Nintendo’s stranglehold on the market 
and bring the price of games tumbling. 

Coders can only make games for Sega and 
Nintendo machines if they have a licence. 

But Codemasters challenged that and won, 
paving the way for others. 
SCORE DUDE SAYS: A whoop de do, a 

whoop de day, cheaper games are on the way! 
Get yer prices down! 

BLASTARAMA! You lot gave Nintendo and Sega both 
barrels this week as the Score Dude was swamped with 
letters of support. Our poor old postie was buckling at 
the knee with a sackful of cards. Here's just a few: 

Game fan Aidy Loke, 21, of RADFORD, Notts, told The 
Dude: "A lot of games are soooo crap it makes you 
wonder if it's worth having a machine at all. C'mon ® 
Sega and Nintendo, sort some cheapness out! " 

Neena Chopra, 12, of BARKING, Essex, sent us a 
poem. The first two lines are TOO RUDE to print but 
she finishes off with: "If you don't drop your prices, 
you'll have a crisis." 
P. Whitfield of BOGNOR REGIS, Sussex, said: "t'm 

glad someone is tackling Sega and Nintendo head-on.” 
Jean Arnold, of BRIGHTON, said: " It's time someone 

did something about ripping off our kids. Good luck." 
Michael Cain, of Lower Foxdale, ISLE OF MAN, said: 

"Games here cost between £40 and £70 (6800 to 11900 
Yen). They should be £15 to £20 (2550 - 3400 Yen.) 
Miss E. Keenleyside, 17, of YORK, said: "If prices don't 

come down I'm going to tell Sega and Nintendo to 
STUFF their games wherever they think appropriate." 
If there's something on yer mind Miss E, don’t be 

afraid to say so! Keep those letters coming! 

TRANSLATOR: TURGUT MEHMET 
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MARIO Kart has nipped out of the slipstream of PGA Golf 
and roared into the lead in the console top ten: 

1 SUPER MARIO KART (SUPER NES) 
2 PGA TOUR GOLF 2 (MEGA DRIVE) 
3 ECCO (MEGA DRIVE) 
A DESERT STRIKE (SUPER NES) 
5 STREETS OF RAGE 2 (MEGA DRIVE) 
6 LEMMINGS (GAME BOY) 
7 SONIC 2 (MEGA DRIVE) 
8 ROAD RASH 2 (MEGA DRIVE) 
S SONIC 2 (GAME GEAR) 

lO LEMMINGS (MEGA DRIVE) 

SLIP on your snazzy white golf shoes 
and get ready to play PGA, a golfing 
classic on many other machines. 

PGA Tour 2 is currently the top selling 
Mega Drive game and this makes the 
comparison between the two versions of 
some interest to the my-machine’s-better- 
than-your’s brigade. 

PGA has all the usual features, four top 
courses of 18 holes, club selection, stroke 
bars and plenty of rivals to play against. The 
graphics are horrific though, I’ve seen 
MUCH better before in other golf sims on 
the SNES. 
Sadly the lack of quality in the graphics 

department is not compensated for by the 
gameplay, everything is S00000 slow. 

If you’ve ever played a golf game before 
you’ll know how important the speed of play 
is, waiting for screens to update happens 
often and can infuriate 
if it is slow - and , 
believe us it is. 
There's hardly any 
sounds, just the / M ?- 
usual songbirds ftjfl ^ \ ' > 
tweating and the aMM 
whack of the ball. K ■* A 

If you are having m V' : 4^ 
a row with a Mega J • . * - 
Drive owner ^ T ,Mlr * 
about who has ' 1 
got the best mac- M 
hine then avoid iH 
bringing this * J 
game into the > % p-4 
conversation or MB 
you will be m -Mg! 
slaughtered. 4MNP Mw. 

By STEVE READ 
Sun System Editor 

I’VE got two Nintendo 
Game Boys complete wittf 
Game Genie Cheat Mod¬ 
ules to give away in a great / 
Mega Guide contest todaJr. I 

And I’ve got 25 copies ;jof ; 
a great new cheat and ti| s 

on video. \\ 4 

PGA TOUR GOLF 

on the 
SUPER NES 

Sadly for SNES owners they are going to 
have to swallow their pride and just hope 
that the usually excellent Electronic Arts 
team were on an off day when they 
converted PGA to the SNES. 

magazine . 
It’s called Gamebreaker\f\v // ' 

and will come out every jl 
two months. IV -^.MgKjkA 

For £6.99 you get 65 1^ 
minutes of cheats, tips, 
previews and reviews of 16-bit games for 
Nintendo and Sega. Issue One includes Alien 3, 
Streetfighter 2, Crueball, Bubsy The Bobcat and 
Lemmings to name but a few. 

Just answer this question for a chance of winning: 
What happens in Super Mario Kart when you throw a 
lightning bolt? Answers to Gamebreaker, Mega 
Guide, 1 Virginia Street, London El 9XP by next 
Thursday. The first two correct 
replies win the Game Boy and ; 
Game Genie, the next five win ~> 
Game Genies, the next 25 get the 
video. PJ , .. 

WATCH out for East 17 giving their Ipfi'JM - 
reviews of computer games on f 4 4$ v \ 

Sky One’s Games World in a « 
few weeks’ time. And your iff'. 

•••—v favourite No-Hoper is on there : ** ' 
too. The Cheat auditioned but j '% ''***=■*, 

was banned for obvious reasons... 

SCORE DUDE SAYS 
Oh dear, this sad sim 
has really let the SNES 
down. It's dull from 
start to finish so 
DON'T buy it. And 
anyway, at £39.99 
Electronic Arts should 
GET THEIR PRICES 
DOWN. 

CRACKING BORE 
PUT your Super Nintendo Scope on your shoulder, take a safe position 
behind the sofa and get ready to pump some infra-red beams into your 
telly. Games for use with the Scope are rarer than fish in the desert at 
present but at last things are happening. Don’t forget the first rule of 
Scope play - close the curtains or the nosey old neighbours will think 
you’re practising with illegal firearms. 

■Ml* ZUPZS1 
(ZUPBJi iiZLlUlllBD) 

MUST be losing my touch! There I 
* ^— y \ was down at the lodge of my 

secret cheating society when I 
met these two Japanese blokes, 

Happy and Hearsay, or something. 
, These two fellas turned out to be 

the bosses of two extremely LARGE 
companies and they were giving me a 

few tips on how to RIP people off. Boy, were they sharp! 
I think I may have to retire and take up market 

gardening. Anyway, here’s my usual bag of tricks: 

BATTLE Clash is set in a 
future world where anar¬ 
chy reigns and the only 
pleasure the sad inhab¬ 
itants get is watching 
huge metal machines 
from around the globe 
shooting the hell out of 
each other. 

You’re a competitor in this 
gruesome sport and you have 
to climb inside one of these 
machines to battle. 

In this Scope shoot out you have 
to defeat loads of different 
Transformer type machines that fire 
shots at you in the Battle Mode. 

Pick out their shots before they hit 
you and then go on the offensive. 

To defeat them fire laser cannons 

and bombs with your Scope into 
their weak points, which you’ll 
discover with experience. 

Every enemy is different, some 
quick but lightweight while others 
are heavy and slow but pack 
awesome power. 

Scope fans should be delighted 
with this, it’s just the sort of game 
that the tool was intended for. 
Seriously think about getting it. 

SCORE DUDE SAYS: OK BY ME 
This is a cracker that’ll keep you 
amused for so long the Scope may 
take root in your shoulder. But at 
£39.99 Nintendo should get their 
prices down! 

THE CHEAT SAYS: A strange 
sort of cheat this one. At the 
title screen press LEFT and 
SELECT at the same time. 
When the screen goes 
black and the Adjust 
Aim screen appears, 
start the game 
normally. The play 
is now REALLY 
TOUGH, I told 
you that it was 
strange cheat. 

ARSENAL goal ace Ian 
Wright reckons he’s 
‘ard so we put the man 
to the test. We 
challenged Wrighty to a 
real match - playing 
Sun reporter Lee 
Clayton at European 
Club Soccer. This 
classic Mega Drive 
footy sim has been re- 
released by Virgin due 
to popular demand - 
and it shot straight into 
the charts at No 11. 
Find out how Wrighty 

measured up to our boy 
Lee... 

LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE: Using the password 
MANSELL will make sure you always qualify for the 
races, no matter what time you get. SLUGPACE will give 
you constant turbo’s - Terry Locks, Bow, London. 

SMASH T.V: Here’s some codes. UDLLR gives you an 
extra credit on level 1. UDUDLRL starts you on the 
Mutoid Man (the first level guardian). URDLUDLRU starts 
you on level 2 - Tony Bryson, Middlesborough. 

EURO CLUB SOCCER: To get every English side 
through to the final use these codes. SPURS v CELTIC- 
J6CUAA8IHA, EVERTON V SEVILLE-7BKEABCIAE, 
NORWICH v RANGERS-373UAA4IGC, LIVERPOOL v 
CELTIC-SAHEAA61CA, VILLA v REAL SOCIEDAD- 
BEDUAA7ICA, ARSENAL v BORDEAUX-ZWNEAA9IAE, 
FOREST v PSV-KQAEABAIAE, LEEDS v GOTHENBURG- 
J9NUABBIAE, MAN UTD v HEARTS-3YREABDIAE, 
CHELSEA v HEARTS-D7FUABEIAE, WEST HAM V AC 
MILAN-GE8UABFIARE (in the same arena, na!) - Gary 
Sinclair, Bristol. 

EUROPEAN CLUB 
SOCCER on the 
Mega Drive. 
TEAMS: Arsenal 
(Wrighty) versus 
West Ham (Our 
Boy Clayton). 
VENUE: Wrighty’s 
house in Surrey. 

Apart from Battle Mode there’s a 
Time Trial where you take on 
several enemies at once and try to 
set record times for defeating them. 

The eight characters all look great 
and move well. Each stage is 
colourful and the characters have 
been well thought out, ail having 
their own special moves. 

Good blasting sounds add to the 
realism required to make you 
believe that you’re really in a battle - 
and it will possibly leave you 
cowering behind the nearest sofa. 

POOR old Wrighty! It was a 
game of two halves - he was 
bad for the first half and EVEN 
WORSE for the second. 
The game started at a frantic 

pace which left our England 
and Arsenal goal hero 
spinning round in circles. 

Wrighty could not get the 
hang of the controls and Lee 
soon went FOUR goals up. 

In fact, Lee did so well foul 
play was suspected. There 
was an ugly scene as angry 
Wrighty accused our man of 
CHEATING. The Sun team were 
ready to pack up and leave at 
this OUTRAGEOUS insult ... 
until Lee admitted it was true. 

He was using a cheat that 
gave him SUPERKICK powers. 
The ref said Wrighty had to be 
told the cheat. Lee told him but 

managed to knock in TWO 
MORE goals before he 
mastered it. Then the final 
whistle was blown. 
WRIGHTY SAYS: I hated the 

game from start to finish. I 
couldn’t control the ball or get 
it anywhere near Lee’s half. I 
never want to see European 
Club Soccer again. 
And West Ham scoring six? 

Never heard anything so daft . 
SCORE DUDE SAYS: Ian is a 
bad loser. Virgin’s classic is 
the best footy game on the 
Mega Drive. Plenty of goals, 
action and bad decisions by 
the ref - in fact its just the 
same as the Premier League. 
Two-player mode is wicked 

and the password system is a 
winner. But at £39.99 they 
ought to get their prices down. 

TEDDY BOY: Press UP, DOWN, LEFT and RIGHT for a 
level select - Becky Long, Southampton. 

SUPER KICK-OFF: For a guaranteed goal every time line 
up the ball with the middle of the goal and tap the ball 
forward a few yards. Now welly the ball up the pitch 
using button 2 and follow the ball in the air and head it 
as you run into the box - Becky Long, Southampton. 

SUPER ADVENTURE ISLAND: To choose any level turn on 
your machine and wait until the title screen appears for the 
second time. 
Then hold down L RIGHT X and push START. 
Now you can pick any Adventure Island - Paul Martin, Leeds. 

A-TRAIN, AMIGA 
HOP aboard Ocean’s A-Train for 
one of the best home computer 
rides around. 

If you like your games fast and 
filled with hyperactive hedge¬ 
hogs, this is not for you. 

A journey through the wheeler- 
dealer intracacies of the A-Train 
can take days and even weeks. 

Start by designing your own 
railroad and end up controlling a 

large metropolis. You need 
common sense and financial skill 
to build up your empire but a 
beautifully designed user 
interface provides rapid access to 
mountains of data for decision¬ 
making. 

Gameplay is flexible and based 
on mastering trains, cities and 
money. You are rewarded for 
your reasoning and learning 
capacity and can set your own 

endpoint for winning. The only 
way to lose is to go bust. The 
manual leads you gently through 
the junctions and teaches you 
how to dabble in the stock market 
and lots more. It needs a fair 
amount of organisational ability - 
and be prepared for instant 
addiction. A classy product. 
SCORE DUDE SAYS: A-Train is 
A-wite. A-vailable now from 
Ocean at £39.99. 

NEEEAAAOOOWW! Get set for all the thrills and spills 
of the circuit in the hottest racing game yet seen on 
any console. It’s the awesome Exhaust Heat II! 

The follow up to one of the most popular racers ever, 
Exhaust Heat II could even set new standards for race 
games everywhere, with seat in the pants action so 
hot you’ll need an asbestos suit to survive. 

Choose your car and qualify for your starting 
position before taking on the computer in a fight to the 
finish. We’ve already had quick look at the game and 
it’s going to take you ages to get to 
formula one—and you’ll probably take 
FOREVER to finish the game! 

We’ll be bringing you a lot more on 
this white hot little number very % l-.1 £ 
soon, so stay tuned to Mega Guide ->M — |ff| 
because we’re faster than Nigel M.W MM 
Mansell with the stuff that really ,,T'S* 
counts!! 

STREETFIGHTER ALERT - Week 11 
AMAZING! ELEVEN WEEKS into‘the greatest console mystery of all time, and there’s still no sign of the game! 
In case you missed the saga so far, here’s a quick rundown on the ELEVEN WEEKS the world has been waiting 
for the Mega Drive fightfeast. 
Week 1. There’s no sign of the game, so Mega Guide launches a probe 
Week 2. Anthony Griffith claims we’ve already reviewed it. (Anthony Griffith is a smart-arse.) 
Week 3. The Chief denies he’s pinched the world’s only copy of the game. We think he’s LYING. 
Week 4. No Hoper claims he’s NEVER HEARD of the bloody thing. We BELIEVE him. 
Week 5. We call in MI5. 
Week 6. They can’t find it, so we call them out! 
Week 7. They win the fight, so we tell them Lord Lucan has skipped the country with the world’s only copy of 
the game. 
Week 8. MI5 stakes out every port in the country—but it was a joke! 
Week 9. Sources close to Sega deny that their chairman lost it down the back of his sofa. 
Week 10. Anthony Griffith still claimed we’ve reviewed it (Anthony Griffith is STILL a smart-arse.) 
Week 11. It’s still not here! We demand Sega own up and tell us where the hell it is! 
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A MEGA CD 
YIPPEE! We’ve got stacks of Mega CDs on the very 
first day they are launched! 
And they’re absolutely free! We’ve nabbed 

TWENTY TWO of the tip-top-machines worth £269 
each and YOU could win one today in our 
FANTOPLASMIC compo! 
CD is the biz these days with bundles of great 

games lined up for Sega’s long-awaited machine, 
which is in the shops TODAY. 
Laser coin-op favourites Mad Dog McCree, Space 

Pirates and Who Shot Johnny Rock? are among a 
shipload of CD goodies spinning their way to 
Britain. 

And before they get here we’ll be seeing fast 
blaster Sewer Shark and Monkey Island (a brilliant 
graphic adventure featuring evil ghost pirate 
LeChuck). 

CDs mean bigger and better games with brill 
pictures and fab sound. 

And you can be at the cutting edge of technology 
with the very FIRST machine in your street, thanks 
to our pals at Argos. 

All you have to do is answer the following easy 
question: What is the name of the ghost pirate in 
Monkey Island? 
A) LeCluck 
B) LeChuck 
C) LaMont 
Send your answer, together with your name and 
address, to ARGOS CD CONTEST, 18/19 Whitefriars 
Street, LONDON EC88 3NG. 
Closing date for entries is Saturday April 17. 

Winners will be drawn from a hat. 

Father Git 
UNIVERSAL SOLDIER? I never saw the film but I can tell you it was a RUDDY load of rubbish! I haven't 
played the game either but I expect it's EVEN RUDDY worse. 

But my BERK of an editor reckons I’ve got to mention GRAPHICS and GAMEPLAY in my reviews. So 
will-they’re RUBBISH. - - 
I told him I’ve got RUDDY better things to do than fart around playing stupid RUDDY 

video games. I get enough of all that from my RUDDY grandchildren. 
So 'E tells me that if I don’t start writing more about the games 'Es going to get 

someone else to do me column. Flaming RUDDY cheek. Who’d want to? That’s what 
I’d like to know. Flaming RUDDY pittance I get paid for it is nobody’s business. Why, 
it’s only pensioners like me with a bit of time on their hands what can afford to write 
for his TUPPENNY HA ’PENNY rag! 
To think I fought a war so the likes of 'im could herd old folk into sweatshops 

and squeeze the last drops o' life out of 'em. No wonder kids are FIRE¬ 
BOMBING the High Streets and LOOTING video game stores. The whole RUDDY 
world’s going down the tubes.... 

Napalm 'em 
By ANTHONY GRIFFITH 

NO doubt you've seen the 
movie - two Vietnam vets are 
brought back to life in a secret 
U.S. Army experiment to create 
the ultimate soldier. 
(Git note: Ultimate load of 

baloney more like) 
But things do not go to plan 

when one of them, Luc 
Devereux, regains his memory 
and goes on the run. 

He is now up against his old 
enemy Andrew Scott and the 
rest of the Universal Soldiers. 

As Devreux, you must shot 
your way past the Universal 
Soldiers, as well as natural 
predators such as killer bees, 
jellyfish and dragons. Action is 
spread over 10 levels, in four 
worlds - Nam, Dam, Desert and 

Enemy Headquarters. Weapons 
are more than impressive. 
Basic gun gets more powerful 
by collecting power ups, others 
available include a rather nifty 
laser whip. 
(Git note: I'd like to laser whip 

the programmers.) End bosses 
include unisol trucks, choppers 
and ultimately Andrew Scott. 

Graphics are OK and sound is 
taken from the film. 
Gameplay is quite fast, simple 

controls and smooth scrolling. 
SCORE DUDE SAYS: Accolade 
have taken Turrican, mucked it 
about a bit and stuck it into a 
Universal Soldier box. And they 
want £24.99 for it. Go and 
whistle. 
(Git note: Gop and whistle? Go 

and get STUFFED more like.) 

ALL IN THE CARDS 
By Garf Lucas, BA (a cycling proficiency 
certificate, and a spotty dog called Patch) 

Looks at Universal Soldier on the Game Boy 

ONE of the most interesting appli¬ 
cations I’ve tested lately is Lifestyle 
Software’s Multimedia Tarot card 
reader. 
Bundled on two 3.5” floppy disks, 

installing Multimedia Tarot is a cinch. 
The manual is rather thin - just 8 

including installation 
instructions - but the excellent on¬ 
screen help makes the manual 
somewhat redundant. 

Help also explains the theory behind 
Tarot and gives you an insight into its 
history - so you don’t need to be a 
budding Gypsy Rose to understand the 
arogram. 
When you start a dialogue box pops 

up and a voice asks you what’s 
troubling you. Type in your question 
and then it asks you to pick your cards. 
Every time you turn a card, another 

screen appears telling you what the 
card means. Graphics are superb 
giving an astonishing sense of 
mysticism, even for an old cynic like 
me! Once you have done a reading, you 
can save it to hard disk - or print it out 
in an impressive looking report. 
Multimedia Tarot needs a decent 386 or 

486 PC, running Windows 3.1 or better 
and at least 4.5 MB free hard disk 
space. 
My prediction is that computer buffs 

buying this product may find they can 
earn a few extra quid by doing 
computerised Tarot readings. After a 
few good sessions the software will 
have paid for itself! 

BORE DUDE SAYS: Distributed in the 
UK by Mindscape, this package is a 
good buy at £39.95 and will give you 
months more fun than certain over¬ 
priced and over-rated console games I 
could mention! 

go nuts with 
ooo 
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